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Hilton New Orleans Riverside
French Quarter

Free Shuttle to the French Quarter and area attractions!     

Experience the best the Crescent City has to offer from the beautiful Hilton New Orleans Riverside. Located 
on the banks of the Mississippi, our hotel is adjacent to the Convention Center, Riverwalk 
Marketplace and countless attractions and restaurants. Settle into sumptuous accommodations, 
and explore this "city within itself". Enjoy the expansive health club. Dine within legendary restaurants. Few 
French Quarter New Orleans hotels offer so much luxury in such a prime location.

Just 13 miles, from Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport (MSY) 
Located on the banks of the Mississippi River, in storied New Orleans, Louisiana 
Adjacent to the Ernest N. Morial Convention Center, home to countless conferences, exhibitions and 
events 
Connected to Riverwalk Marketplace, featuring 140 distinctively New Orleans shops and eateries 
Three blocks from the French Quarter, with its remarkable jazz and delectable restaurants 
Across from Harrah's Casino, and round-the-clock entertainment opportunities 
3 blocks from the Insectarium and World War II Museum 
90,000-square-foot health club, one of the largest and best equipped in the city 
Two outdoor heated pools, for relaxation and exercise
Drago's Seafood Restaurant, a New Orleans dining tradition

Our rooms in the Riverside Building have undergone a complete redesign and include features 
such as walk-in showers for king bedded rooms, 37" LCD flat-screen TV's, in-room safes, 

oversized lounge chairs, and efficient workstations. All of our rooms feature 37" LCD flat-screens, in-room 
safes, the Hilton Sweet Dreams® bedding package, PrintOn capabilities to print documents from your room, 
and other Hilton-branded amenity items providing for an enjoyable stay.

Indulge your passion for perfection at Hilton New Orleans Riverside. A prime downtown location and 
classic amenities make this destination the ideal choice for business or leisure travel. Book your 
unforgettable New Orleans hotel reservations online for Our Best Rates Guaranteed.

 

 


